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My name is Nina Tran, I am the co-founder and CEO of LifeCoconut. 
It is a great pleasure to have a chance to say Hello to you and present 
my LifeCoconut, a local business striving for international ambitions.
LifeCoconut is a Vietnamese company specialized in producing and
distributing cosmetics and consumables products made from pure 
coconut oil. Established in 2014, young in history, vigorous in 
ambition, we determine to stand out. As a hi-end coconut personal 
care brand, we take care of our every product from every step of 
research and supply chain to the finished products. 
Inspired by one of Vietnam’s most treasured resources, coconuts oil, 
we set our mission to improve people’s life by offering natural 
products of high quality, bringing in an option of healthy lifestyle that 
results in beauty and happiness. 
With a team of the experienced in the industry in Vietnam, endorsed 
by professional researchers in the U.S., we understand the market 
needs and take extra miles with research and technology to develop 
a quality portfolio. Our products range from skincare, to hair care, to 
make-ups and consumables. all made from refined coconut oil with a 
strictly supervised production process. Today, LifeCoconut products 
have been present in Vietnam, Canada, Belgium, Singapore,, Indone-
sia and Australia, with both local and oversea partners.

Lifecoconut CEO



NINA TRAN - CEO

Prominent background in entertainment industry, Nina’s great 
passion for beauty and beauty products empowered her 
determination and devotion to creating and bringing beauty 
products of the best quality to consumers. Many years of 
professional experience in Vietnam and abroad, Nina has 
earned deep understanding of different cultures and markets 
which help her business advance quickly and actively. Nina’s 
business approach is just as how she lives: Offering the best 
to contribute and help the others.

#Team Management

ESTEBAN TEJEDOR -  CO FOUNDER

Impressed and inspired by coconuts’ countless benefits, 
Esteban desired a company that brings all the best values of 
this tropical treasure to more and more consumers. With 
professional skills in a diversity of industries, Esteban stands 
out in creativity, strategy building and technology expertise. 
He is of a peaceful character, friendly and honest, working 
hard for the idea to create life a enthusiastic and thrilling 
experience.

LYS NGUYEN - BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

More than 10 years of experience in the industry assure Lys’s 
distinctive expertise. Having worked with top management in 
both established and dynamic enterprises on a variety of 
projects has given Lys sharp sense in business. Lys is in 
charged of reaching to prospective and current clients. Her 
expertise and friendly nature make people feel assured and at 
ease when working with her.



#Team Marketing & Design

VANESSA VAN - STORE MANAGER

Vanessa has passion in entrepreneurship and her attributes 
advances her profile. Her being attentive to details, flexible to 
solving problems and professional working styles become her 
signature. Vanessa is in charge of major operational 
procedures at LifeCoconut, such as following up with 
suppliers, procurement and

TRACI TRANG - BRAND MANAGER 

Fresh in the company, Traci’s has both expertise and dynamic 
personality to recommend her. Having been involved in 
educational and professional activities in Vietnam, Asia and 
around Europe advances her being familiar with multicultural 
environment as well as her competencies. Experienced in the 
industry, with solid skills, together with passion for beautyy 
products, Traci is in charge of brand management and 
communication.

HUY VO -  CREATIVE SPECIALIST

Huy’s passion for design and creativity motivates him to 
constant self-improvement and venture on different projects. 
With architecture expertise combined with great interest in 
beauty, Huy’s work imprint his personality and talent. Huy 
came to LifeCoconut for his sympathy with the company’s 
philosophy and the matching concept of the products to his 
creative style: simply natural but elegant and giving memora-
ble impression.



#Our Activities

EVENT OF GERMANY PRIMARY SCHOOL

DINNER WITH OUR AGENT, 100% SHOP MEETING WITH MA BELLE BOX CEO



#Product line

• SKIN CARE
Oil for skin
Body wax
Body lotion
Face serum

• HAIR CARE
Oil for hair
Hair treatment

• CLEANSING
Cleansing oil
Makeup remover

• SKIN EXFOLIATION
Face scrub
Body scrub
Lip scrub

• BEAUTY
Face cream
Hydradting mask

• BATH
Shampoo
Conditioner
Shower gel
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Dear Clients,
Dear client, We would like to express our gratitude for your precious

time and your interest in our business and our products.
Should you need more information, please don’thesitate to contact us. We hope to be working with your

respectable company towards higher achievements of both businesses.
We wish you health, prosperity and further success!

Yours faithfully,

LifeCoconut Team


